Electronic Resources for Today’s Modern Library

Bringing patrons instant access to a wide range of valuable digital services. See inside for details on what we can offer your library!
PUBLISHING

SELF-PUBLISHING
■ FastPencil
A resource for helping aspiring authors create and prepare works for publication as electronic or print editions—with the option of publishing eBooks on OneClickdigital.

EBOOKS AND EAUDIOBOOKS
■ OneClickdigital
Downloadable eBooks and exclusive eAudio content in the library market’s most comprehensive interface.

DIGITAL MAGAZINES
■ Zinio
Full-color, interactive digital magazines offering patrons unlimited access to content and remote access through portable devices.

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

MUSIC/ART INSTRUCTION
■ ArtistWorks
World-class art lessons and music instruction for string and band instruments, available through on-the-go video lessons taught by accomplished professionals.

SOFTWARE TRAINING
■ Atomic Training
Online technical and software-training videos featuring a user-friendly, searchable interface, with options to add library-created content.

TEST PREPARATION
■ BenchPrep
A personalized learning platform that provides high school students and adults with diverse courses, individual study plans, and learning tools for all levels of education.

COLLEGE ADMISSIONS
■ ePrep
Test-preparation software providing video-based instruction for answering sample SAT, ACT, PSAT and PLAN test questions.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
■ Universal Class
An online continuing-education program offering hundreds of course options, live instructor feedback, and CEU credits upon completion.

CAREER RESOURCES

SOFTWARE TRAINING
■ Atomic Training
Searchable training videos allowing focused development on work-related programs such as the Microsoft Office suite and AutoCAD, as well as resources such as the iPad® and Skype.

TEST PREPARATION
■ BenchPrep
An award-winning, adaptive platform with a diverse selection of learning tools and helpful aids for obtaining professional certifications and accomplishing career goals.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
■ Universal Class
Career-search resources (résumé writing, interview skills) and instructional programs (mastering sales skills, payroll management) that maximize value for patrons.
ENTERTAINMENT

MOVIES
■ IndieFlix
Streaming, unlimited simultaneous access to thousands of popular, award-winning movies across multiple genres and including festival favorites.

EBOOKS AND EAUDIOBOOKS
■ OneClickdigital
Downloadable eBooks and exclusive eAudio content in the library market’s most comprehensive interface.

DIGITAL MAGAZINES
■ Zinio
Popular magazine titles with no holds, no waiting lists and a variety of reading options—including portable media devices.

NEWS & REFERENCE

FITNESS AND NUTRITION
■ GymAmerica
A dynamic fitness and health resource with an extensive database of nutritional information as well as workout tips and instruction.

DIY LEGAL DOCUMENTS
■ LawDepot
A versatile, user-friendly online legal-form-development service providing dynamic prompts and instructional assistance to customize hundreds of forms.

YOUTH & TEEN

TEST PREPARATION
■ BenchPrep
Diverse courses, individual study plans, and learning tools for helping high school students achieve higher marks while preparing for the future.

COLLEGE ADMISSIONS
■ ePrep
Engaging materials and supplemental educational videos for improving standardized test scores across all popular college entrance exams.

LANGUAGE LEARNING
■ KidSpeak
Hosted by an animated “friend,” a fun, easy language-learning service that combines animations with more than 40 interactive activities, puzzles, and songs.

SPORTS INSTRUCTION
■ Kudda
The tips and training of dedicated sports camps without the costs and accessibility issues—a great resource to ensure each athlete’s individual progress.

LANGUAGE RESOURCES

LANGUAGE LEARNING
■ KidSpeak
A language-learning resource with more than 700 words and expressions per language, featuring three levels of difficulty and activities for fast, easy learning.

SIGN LANGUAGE
■ Signing Savvy
Video-based American Sign Language instruction with visual demonstrations of more than 7,000 words and phrases, as well as a custom phrase builder.

LANGUAGE LEARNING
■ Transparent Language Online
Versatile language-learning software for more than 90 languages—including English—with instruction, games, retention tools and mobile apps.
1 What Patrons Love About Us

We know patrons want services that meet their needs and are easy to use. Our products work seamlessly with your library homepage, providing patrons with user-friendly interfaces they can start enjoying right away.

2 Robust Administrative Options

Librarians use our admin tools to gauge community interests at a glance and monitor statistics for product usage, circulation, and new user accounts.

3 Free Marketing and Promotion Tools

RBdigital provides marketing materials for use in your library—many customizable with your library URL and logo. Our products also facilitate library branding and allow for easy communication with patrons through customizable sections of the user interface.

Help When You Need It

• Free technical support for patrons and library staff
• Live training webinars to get new users up to speed
• Marketing consultations and live training by request

Join us for informational webinars on all of our digital products at www.recordedbooks.com.

For more information, contact your Recorded Books sales representative, call us at 1-877-828-2833, or email us at rbdigital@recordedbooks.com today!